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Abstract—A gyroscope with a measured noise floor of 0.02°/s/Hz² at 5 Hz is fabricated by post-CMOS micromachining that uses interconnect metal layers to mask the structural etch steps. The 1 × 1 mm lateral-axis angular rate sensor employs in-plane vibration and out-of-plane Coriolis acceleration detection with on-chip CMOS circuitry. The resultant device incorporates a combination of 1.8-μm-thick thin-film structures for springs with out-of-plane compliance and 60-μm-thick bulk silicon structures defined by deep reactive-ion etching for the proof mass and springs with out-of-plane stiffness. The microstructure is flat and avoids excessive curling, which exists in prior thin-film CMOS-microelectromechanical systems gyroscopes. Complete etch removal of selective silicon regions provides electrical isolation of bulk silicon to obtain individually controllable comb fingers. Direct motion coupling is observed and analyzed.

Index Terms—CMOS-microelectromechanical systems (MEMS), deep reactive-ion-etched (DRIE), electrical isolation, gyroscope, integrated gyroscope, single-crystal silicon.

I. INTRODUCTION

Commercial microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) inertial sensors are extremely attractive because of their miniaturization with rate-grade performance at low cost. For many niche applications, there is a need for custom inertial sensors, with a trend toward greater sensor fusion on chip. To meet low-cost custom design needs, there has been recent progress on CMOS-MEMS inertial sensors [1], [2]. Vibratory-rate gyroscopes based on the Coriolis effect benefit from robust microstructures, where single-crystal silicon structures are advantageous. In this paper, we report an integrated deep reactive-ion-etched (DRIE) silicon CMOS-MEMS lateral-axis gyroscope with in-plane vibration and out-of-plane Coriolis acceleration sensing. Prior work on DRIE silicon CMOS micromachining resulted in fabrication of a z-axis accelerometer [3]. The process combines a backside deep silicon etch step with maskless post-CMOS micromachining [4] to achieve thick, flat silicon microstructures. CMOS-MEMS advantages of wiring flexibility within structures, structures with different thicknesses, low parasitic capacitance, three-dimensional electrostatic actuation and capacitive sensing are maintained.

The on-chip interface circuitry enables high sensitivity and low noise with moderate device size.

There are several types of gyroscopes including traditional spinning wheels, ring lasers and vibratory structures. Most of MEMS gyroscopes are vibratory type that is more suitable for microfabrication processes. The first silicon micromachined vibratory gyroscope was proposed by Draper Lab in 1986 [5], [6]. After that, various fabrication technologies, structural designs and drive/sense mechanisms have been investigated. During the early 1990s, bulk micromachining and metal electroforming were mostly used to form large masses. Draper Lab’s single-crystal-silicon-on-glass tuning fork gyroscope demonstrated a resolution of 1.5°/s in a 60-Hz bandwidth in 1993 [7]. The University of Michigan’s metal electroforming vibrating ring gyroscope achieved a resolution of 0.5°/s in a 10-Hz bandwidth in 1994 [8]. In the mid-90s, surface micromachined gyroscopes enabled the integration of read-out circuits integrated on the same chip. The University of California Berkeley’s surface micromachined z-axis gyroscope achieved a noise floor of 1°/s/Hz² in 1996 [9] which was improved to 0.2°/s/Hz²/2 in 1997 [10]. Carnegie-Mellon demonstrated both lateral-axis and z-axis gyroscopes with noise floor of about 0.5°/s/Hz² [1], [2] using a maskless post-CMOS micromachining process [4]. Analog Devices, Inc., reported a z-axis gyroscope with 0.05°/s/Hz²/2 noise floor in 2002 [11] that is commercial available now.

Bulk micromachined gyroscopes also made noticeable progress after 1995. The microgyroscope with a clover-leaf shape and a metal post attached to the center, developed at JPL, showed a noise floor of 0.1°/s/Hz²/2 in 1997 [12]. Murata reported a deep RIE gyroscope with decoupling of the sense and drive modes and a resolution of 0.07°/s at bandwidth of 10 Hz in 1999 [13].

Design tradeoffs drive the choice between bulk and surface micromachining for gyroscopes. Prior bulk micromachined gyroscopes have large mass but no on-chip read-out electronics and require Si-Si and/or Si-glass anodic bonding and two-side alignment. Surface micromachined gyroscopes have integrated read-out electronics but small mass, and they can suffer from thin-film residual stress, squeeze-film damping, and sacrificial layer release problems.

The ideal case is to combine the advantages of the two micromachining processes. Both Bosch and Samsung explored the possibility to fabricate gyroscopes using the combination of bulk and surface micromachining (i.e., mixed technology) [14]–[16]. However, the mixed technology still suffers from sacrificial layer release and squeeze-film damping problems and often requires expensive SOI wafers. Polysilicon-refilled
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isolation trench technique has also been used to fabricate single-crystal silicon (SCS) gyroscopes [17], [18], but the degree of CMOS-compatibility and design flexibility are still concerns.

In this paper, we present a lateral-axis vibratory gyroscope that has both single-crystal silicon (SCS) microstructures and full CMOS-compatibility. Compared to the existing gyroscopes, the reported gyroscope is fabricated using a unique DRIE CMOS-MEMS process [3]. It integrates single-crystal silicon based-sensor structures, CMOS circuits, thin beams (< 5 μm), and thick structures (> 45 μm) on a single chip without the use of wafer-to-wafer bonding, SOI wafers, or two side alignment. Since z-axis gyroscopes have been extensively fabricated using both in-plane actuation and sensing, this work is focused on the feasibility to realize lateral-axis gyroscope using out-of-plane sensing. Then monolithic three-axis integrated gyroscopes can be achieved.

First, the fabrication process and its unique vertical-axis sensing/actuation capability are introduced. Next, two possible gyroscope topology designs with vertical sensing or actuation are compared and evaluated by using a simplified three-dimensional (3-D) comb-drive model. Then, a finite-element simulation is performed on the chosen topology design. Next, the fabrication and characterization of the device are discussed.

II. DRIE SILICON CMOS-MEMS PROCESS

The DRIE silicon post-CMOS micromaching process flow and a fabricated example microstructure are shown in Fig. 1. First, a backside DRIE silicon etch is performed [Fig. 1(a)(i)]. This backside etch step thins the silicon layer to between 50 to 80-μm- thick for subsequent front-side creation of the microstructures. Next, a front-side reactive-ion etch of the dielectric layers forms structural sidewalls masked by the top CMOS metal layer [Fig. 1(a)(ii)]. Then, another DRIE silicon etch extends the structural sidewalls into the underlying silicon [Fig. 1(a)(iii)]. Because of the high aspect ratio, lateral-axis compliant springs can be made by using narrow, thick SCS beams, as shown in Fig. 2(a). The final step is a short timed isotropic silicon etch [Fig. 1(a)(iv)], which provides a specific undercut of the exposed silicon sidewalls. This undercut can electrically isolate specific bulk silicon structures, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b), or to realize z-axis compliant springs, as shown in Fig. 2(b).

A. Electrode Design for Vertical-Axis Sensing and Actuation

Vertical-axis motion sensing is realized by using the multiple metal layers in the comb fingers. As shown in Fig. 3(a), there are two electrically isolated electrodes in the stator fingers. The two capacitors, $C_1$ and $C_2$, change values in opposite ways with the z-axis motion of the rotor finger, resulting in a differential capacitive divider. The silicon layer is used as a mechanical support. $V_{m+}$ and $V_{m-}$ are balanced modulation voltages.

Note that $C_1$ is not equal to $C_2$, which will cause a large dc offset. This dc offset actually can be cancelled out by using the wiring flexibility provided by the CMOS-MEMS processes. As shown in Fig. 3(b), two groups of comb fingers have the same cross-section, but their rotors and stators are swapped. If the rotors move down, the top capacitor $C'_2$ of Group A and bottom capacitor $C'_1$ of Group B increase while the bottom capacitor $C'_1$ of Group A and top capacitor $C'_2$ of Group B decrease. If the top

III. GYROSCOPE DESIGN

When a structure is vibrating in a rotating reference frame, a Coriolis acceleration arises and is proportional to the rotation rate $\Omega$ and the vibration velocity $\vec{V}$, i.e.

$$\vec{a}_{Cor} = 2 \cdot \vec{\Omega} \times \vec{V}.$$  \hfill (1)

The Coriolis acceleration is orthogonal to both the vibration velocity and rotation rate. Therefore, either out-of-plane vibratory actuation or out-of-plane acceleration sensing is required for detection of lateral-axis (in-plane) rotational rate.
and bottom electrodes of Group A are, respectively, connected to the bottom and top electrodes of Group B, then increasing $C_2$ and $C_1$, and decreasing $C_3$ and $C_2$ are grouped together, respectively, to form a capacitive bridge. Since each branch of the bridge has a top capacitor and a bottom capacitor, the sum of the capacitances of each branch is equal at the rest position, i.e., $C_1 + C_2 = C_2 + C'_1$ at $z = 0$.

The operational principle of $z$-axis electrostatic comb actuation is shown in Fig. 4. It is actually a combined $x$-axis/$z$-axis actuator in which the stator fingers have two electrodes and the rotor fingers have one electrode. A $z$-axis force is generated when a voltage (e.g., $V_1$) is applied to one stator electrode, with the other electrode grounded (e.g., $V_2 = 0$). When the same voltage (i.e., $V_1 = V_2$) is applied to both electrodes in the stator fingers, the net electrostatic force only exists in the $x$-direction. Note that as shown in Fig. 4 the $z$-axis actuation range is limited to the thickness of the aluminum/oxide composite layer.

B. Choosing Between Vertical Actuation and Sensing

Lateral-axis gyroscopes must implement either vertical sensing or vertical actuation, according to (1). Topologies representative of the two alternatives are shown in Fig. 5. For the vertical sensing topology [Fig. 5(a)], an SCS proof mass is centered inside a rigid SCS frame through four groups of $z$-compliant, thin-film spring beams. So, a $z$-axis accelerometer is formed. The SCS frame is also connected to the substrate through four $y$-axis SCS drive springs. Upon operation, the SCS frame together with the $z$-axis accelerometer vibrates along the $y$-axis and an $x$-axis external rotation can be detected. Thus, the drive and sense modes are decoupled through the use of the SCS frame. This also applies to the vertical actuation topology [Fig. 5(b)], where an SCS frame together with an $x$-axis accelerometer vibrates in the $z$-axis and a $y$-axis external rotation can be detected.

The major distinction between topologies is the orientation of comb fingers. The orientation of the lateral comb fingers must be orthogonal to the input rate axis. The orientation of vertical comb fingers has no such constraint. The vertical comb fingers may be oriented along the $x$- or $y$-axis, or any arbitrary direction in the $x-y$ plane. The topology shown in Fig. 5(a) has $x$-axis actuation and $z$-axis sensing. A $y$-axis electrostatic force will be also generated since comb fingers always have some lateral offset even though very small in DRIE structures. This $y$-axis force produces a $y$-axis vibration acting on the central $z$-axis accelerometer. In order to minimize the sensitivity of the $z$-axis accelerometer to this undesired vibration, the $z$-axis comb fingers of the accelerometer orient along the $y$-axis.

The topology shown in Fig. 5(b) employs $z$-axis actuation and $y$-axis sensing. In this case, any lateral offset in the drive fingers...
will cause a small $y$-axis vibration. Minimizing the accelerometer sensitivity to the $y$-axis vibration dictates sense fingers oriented along the $y$-axis.

Lateral spring beams have silicon underneath, and thus they are flat and have good comb-finger alignment and high stiffness ratio between the $x,y$, and $z$ axes. Therefore, the gyroscope shown in Fig. 5(a), which has lateral-axis drive springs, is expected to have a very stable excitation vibration with little cross-axis coupling. Likewise, the inner accelerometer in Fig. 5(b), which has lateral-axis sense springs, is expected to have low cross-axis sensitivity.

In order to compare the performance of these two topologies, the electrostatic force must be analyzed. Fig. 6 shows a three-dimensional comb finger model with presumed lateral offset, $\Delta g_0$, and vertical offset, $z_0$. Coordinate set $(x_1,x_2,x_3)$ is used to distinguish it from the coordinate set $(x_3)$ in Fig. 5. For this first-order analysis, the parallel-plate approximation is used and fringing effects are ignored. The capacitance of the comb finger is then

$$C(x_1,x_2,x_3) = \varepsilon_0(h - z_0 - x_3) \times \left( \frac{l_0 + x_1}{g + \Delta g_0 + x_2} + \frac{l_0 + x_1}{g - \Delta g_0 - x_2} \right),$$  

(2)

The capacitance gradients, $dC/dx_1$, $dC/dx_2$, and $dC/dx_3$, are readily derived from (2). Notice the $x$-axis in Fig. 5(b) is along the orientation of the drive comb fingers. The sensitivity of a gyroscope is proportional to mechanical sensitivity and capacitance gradient, as shown in the following equations, where it is assumed that $\Delta g_0 \ll g$.

For the vertical sensing topology [Fig. 5(a)], the output voltage can be expressed as

$$\frac{V^{\text{vd}}}{\Omega_{\text{d}}} = \frac{m_{\text{d}}}{k_{\text{z,drv}}} \cdot \frac{dC}{dx_3} \cdot \frac{N}{2} \cdot V_m,$$

(3)

where $\Omega_{\text{d}}$ is the external rotation, $m$ is the proof mass, $\omega_c$ is Coriolis acceleration, $k_{\text{z,drv}}$ is the spring constant of the drive mode, $N$ is the number of the drive comb fingers and $V_m$ is the amplitude of the modulation voltage. Substituting (1) and (2) into the above equation yields

$$\frac{V^{\text{vd}}}{\Omega_{\text{d}}} = \frac{2m_{\text{d}}\omega_{\text{d}}^2 y_d}{k_{\text{z,drv}}} \cdot \frac{\varepsilon_0 l_0}{g} \cdot N \cdot V_m,$$

(4)

where $\omega_{\text{d}}^2$ and $y_d$ are respectively the resonant frequency and vibration amplitude of the drive mode. Likewise, the output voltage for the vertical drive topology [Fig. 5(b)] can be written as

$$\frac{V^{\text{vd}}}{\Omega_{\text{d}}} = \frac{2m_{\text{d}}\omega_{\text{d}}^2 z_d}{k_{\text{z,drv}}} \cdot \frac{\varepsilon_0(h - z_0)l_0}{g^2} \cdot N \cdot V_m,$$

(5)

where $\Omega_{\text{d}}$ is the external rotation, and $\omega_{\text{d}}$, $z_d$, and $k_{\text{z,drv}}$ are, respectively, the resonant frequency, vibration amplitude, and spring constant of the drive mode of the vertical drive topology.

To compare the sensitivity, we may assume the two topologies have the same resonant frequencies and same spring constants for the drive modes. Thus, the sensitivity ratio of the two competing topologies is

$$\frac{V^{\text{vs}}}{V^{\text{vd}}} = \frac{g}{h - z_0} \cdot \frac{z_d}{y_d},$$

(6)

Typically, $g = 3 \mu m$, $h = 60 \mu m$ and $z_0 = 0$. For the vertical sense topology, the drive motion is along the longitudinal direction of the comb fingers, so a vibration amplitude of 20 $\mu m$ or more can be achieved. For the vertical drive topology, the drive motion is out-of-plane and limited by the thickness of the aluminum/oxide composite layer, which is about 5 $\mu m$. Therefore, the vertical drive topology has about four times higher sensitivity than the vertical sense topology.

The direct drive motion also can couple to the sense mode through the drive springs, which will have cross-axis stiffness coefficients $k_{\text{z,drv}}$ for the vertical drive topology and $k_{\text{y,drv}}$ for the vertical sense topology. This type of coupled motion is also referred as quadrature error [9]. The quadrature errors for the two topologies are

$$z_{\text{q,sense}}^{\text{vd}} = \frac{m_{\text{drv}}}{m_{\text{drv}}} \cdot \frac{g}{k_{\text{y,drv}}} \cdot \frac{y_d^2}{\omega_c^2} \cdot y_d,$$

(7)

$$z_{\text{q,sense}}^{\text{vd}} = \frac{m_{\text{drv}}}{m_{\text{drv}}} \cdot \frac{g}{k_{\text{z,drv}}} \cdot \frac{y_d^2}{\omega_c^2} \cdot z_d,$$

(8)

where $m_{\text{drv}}$ is the whole structure mass, and $y_d$ and $z_d$ are the drive amplitudes for the respective topologies. Therefore, the quadrature ratio of the two topologies is given by

$$\frac{z_{\text{q,sense}}^{\text{vd}}}{z_{\text{q,sense}}^{\text{vd}}} = \frac{k_{\text{z,drv}}}{k_{\text{y,drv}}} \cdot \frac{y_d}{z_d},$$

(9)

Compared to the silicon lateral springs, the thin-film vertical springs will have much smaller cross-axis stiffness coefficient due to the curling and small thickness, i.e., $k_{\text{z,drv}} \ll k_{\text{y,drv}}$, which implies that the vertical sense topology has much smaller quadrature error according to (9). However, this advantage of the vertical sense topology will be compensated by the fact that $y_d$ is about three times larger than $z_d$ as discussed above. According to (6), large $y_d$ is required to increase the sensitivity of the vertical sense topology.

Cross-sensitivity is another important performance measure of a gyroscope. According to (1), the cross-axis rotation sensitivity is caused by off-axis motion along the rotation sense axis, i.e., the $x$-axis in Fig. 5(a), and the $y$-axis in Fig. 5(b). There are two sources of off-axis motion. Similar to the quadrature motion shown in (7) and (8), the cross-axis motion coupling will also be
TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Vertical Sense</th>
<th>Vertical Drive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>Greater</td>
<td>Allowable drive amplitude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-sensitivity</td>
<td>Much smaller</td>
<td>&gt;25μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quadrature</td>
<td>Smaller</td>
<td>5μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The other off-axis motion source is from the direct electrostatic drive force. According to the comb drive designs shown in Fig. 5, both topologies have this off-axis motion along the transverse direction (xz in Fig. 6) of the drive comb fingers. The amplitudes of this motion for the two topologies and their ratio can be expressed as

\[
x_{\text{us}} = \frac{F_{\text{us}}}{k_{z,d,\text{drv}}} = \frac{1}{2} \frac{d_{c}}{d_{r,2}} \frac{k_{z,d,\text{drv}}}{k_{x,d,\text{drv}}} (h - z_0) (l_0^y) (\Delta g_0)^y V^2 \quad (10)
\]

\[
y_{\text{ed}} = \frac{F_{\text{ed}}}{k_{y,d,\text{drv}}} = \frac{1}{2} \frac{d_{c}}{d_{r,2}} \frac{k_{y,d,\text{drv}}}{k_{y,d,\text{drv}}} (h - z_0) (l_0^y) (\Delta g_0)^y V^2 \quad (11)
\]

\[
x_{\text{us}} = \frac{F_{\text{us}}}{k_{z,d,\text{rv}}^\text{d}} = \frac{1}{2} \frac{d_{c}}{d_{r,2}} \frac{k_{z,d,\text{rv}}^\text{d}}{k_{x,d,\text{rv}}^\text{d}} (\Delta g_0)^y (\Delta g_0)^x V^2 \quad (12)
\]

where \(l_0^y\) is about 60 μm in the vertical actuation case but about 5 μm in the vertical sensing case, and \(\Delta g_0\) in the vertical actuation case is about one order of magnitude greater than that in the vertical sensing case because of the thick, flat \(x\)-axis spring beams. The stiffness ratio in (12) may vary from 10 to 100. Overall, the vertical actuation topology has about 60- to 80-dB greater cross-sensitivity than the vertical sensing if only the off-axis drive motion is considered.

The performance comparison of these two topologies is summarized in Table I. The table shows that the vertical drive topology has higher sensitivity, but rest of the parameters are favorable to the vertical sense topology. Therefore, the vertical-axis sense lateral-axis drive topology is chosen for best performance.

The detailed topology is shown in Fig. 7, which primarily consists of a \(x\)-axis resonator and a \(z\)-axis accelerometer. An \(x\)-axis capacitive sensor, a \(y\)-axis actuator and a combined \(x\)-axis/\(z\)-axis actuator also are integrated to control the excitation vibration and compensate the coupled motion. All the sensors and actuators are in the form of comb drives with the geometric parameters listed in Table II.

The \(x\)-axis capacitive sensor, used to detect the drive motion, has separate groups of comb fingers located at each of the four corners to form a differential capacitive sensing bridge. A unity-gain buffer is required to drive capacitance of the output bond pad. In the envisioned full system, the detected signal is amplified and fed back to the \(x\)-axis actuators to form an oscillator. However, in the experiments, the gyroscope is driven open loop. The \(y\)-axis actuator uses the parallel-plate electrostatic force existing in the comb fingers.

In order to balance the excitation vibration in the x-y plane, the primary \(x\)-axis drive is divided into four groups through the electrical isolation of silicon. For instance, if the vibrating structure is imbalanced and rotates clockwise, the voltages on \(x\)-drive1 and \(x\)-drive4 can be increased to balance the rotation.

The main design parameters are listed in Table III. The gyroscope operates at atmospheric pressure. Vacuum packaging will not be employed since microstructures can be easily damaged in vacuum without special protection. Vacuum packaging will also drastically increase the cost. The quality factors, \(Q\), listed in Table III, are measured in air. The drive mode has larger \(Q\) than the sense mode because the drive comb fingers have only 3-μm overlaps while the sense comb fingers have 100-μm overlaps. Furthermore, the drive mode is designed to be slightly lower than the sense mode, so that the scale factor of the sensor will have very little change by the resonant frequency variations.

IV. MODAL SIMULATION

The structure shown in Fig. 7 consists of multiple layers and hundreds of comb fingers. It requires enormous computing power and time if a finite-element analysis is performed on the full structure. In determination of the mechanical modes of the
structure, the comb fingers simply contribute effective mass. Fig. 8 shows the 3-D solid model generated by Coventorware [19], in which the comb fingers are eliminated and modeled as solid plates. The thickness of the structure is 55 µm. However, the z-axis spring beams are composed of only CMOS interconnect layers and are 4.9-µm thick. The x-axis drive spring beams are 3.9-µm wide with a 0.9-µm silicon undercut on each side.

The first four modes obtained from the Coventorware FEM simulation is listed in Table IV. The primary drive and sense modes are 3.9 kHz and 4.8 kHz, respectively. The torsional mode (sense) has resonance that is only 2% higher than the y-axis sense mode. The y-axis and sense modes are designed to be 25% higher than the x-axis drive mode. The intent is that neither the z-sense mode nor the θy-sense mode will be excited when the device operates at the x-axis drive resonance. Further suppression of the θy torsional mode at the output sense channel is provided by the fully differential capacitive interface of the accelerometer.

V. FABRICATION

The CMOS chips were fabricated through the Austria Microsystems 0.6-µm three-metal CMOS process. The post-CMOS processing sequence shown in Fig. 1 was used to fabricate the device. The DRIE silicon etch steps were performed with a surface technology systems inductively coupled plasma etching system. The DRIE process parameters are set to a 12-s etch cycle time with 130 sccm SF6, 13 sccm O2, 23-mT chamber pressure, 600-W coil power and 12-W platen power, and 8-s passivation cycle time with 85 sccm CF4, 12-mT chamber pressure, 600-W coil power, and no platen power. The etch rate is about 2.5 µm/min.

The thickness of the silicon membrane was about 60 µm and controlled by timing. A white light profilometer (NT2000) was used to measure the etching depth. Thus, the silicon membrane thickness could be calculated because the chip thickness was measured before the post-CMOS processing.

The dielectric etch was performed in a PlasmaTherm 790 RIE system with 22.5 sccm CHF3, 16 sccm O2, 100-W RF power and 125-mT chamber pressure. The timing of the final silicon undercut is very critical. Complete silicon undercut must be ensured for the short, narrow beams for electrical isolation. At the same time, the silicon underneath comb fingers and lateral-axis spring beams must remain intact to maintain the flatness of the whole structure. The thickness of the thin-film structures was 4.9 µm that was measured on test beams using scanning electron micrograph.

A scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of a fabricated device is shown in Fig. 9. The drive fingers are located on the two sides of the device. The total area of the microstructure is 0.85 × 1.0 mm. The z-sense spring beams are single-turn and
250-μm long. They consist of aluminum and oxide and have no silicon underneath, and therefore they are thin and compliant in the z-direction. Each spring branch is composed of many short beams, which increases the spring stiffness in the y-direction. Both the FEM simulation and SEM show that the thin-film z-sense spring beams bend due to residual stress, but the central plate has the same height as the frame (see Figs. 8 and 9). That is, the rotor and stator comb fingers have no vertical mismatch. The overall flatness was achieved on the whole device, and the curling present in the prior CMOS-MEMS gyroscopes [1], [2] was avoided.

The z-axis sense comb fingers are also divided into four groups to form a common-centroid configuration to reduce the cross-axis sensitivity and compensate the process variations. Each group has a pair of differential comb-finger subgroups to minimize the y-axis sensitivity. There are eight groups of z-axis comb drives which are used for self test (see Fig. 9).

VI. CHARACTERIZATION

A. Vibration Test

A microvision system [20] was used to study the vibration modes of the gyroscope. Vibration modes at different locations of the proof mass top surface have been studied. It was found that the three most lowest modes were x, z, and θ_y, as shown in Fig. 10. The measured spot was on the proof mass and is indicated by a “*” in Fig. 9, where 18-V dc and 5-V ac were applied to the x-axis comb drives. The x-axis drive mode has a resonant frequency of 3.0 kHz, and a mechanical Q-factor of 45. The resonant frequency is smaller than the nominal 3.9 kHz, which is caused by the over-undercut of the silicon underneath the drive spring beams. A measurable amount of motion is coupled to the orthogonal y-axis at resonance, however, outside of resonance the y-axis motion is below the resolution of the microvision system. The coupled z-axis motion is large (about 3% of the drive amplitude at resonance), which implies that there is an alignment mismatch between the drive stator and rotor comb fingers, which is caused by excessive undercut of silicon on the drive comb fingers. The first two sense modes, i.e., z and θ_y, were also detected, which are 5.3 kHz and 6.6 kHz, respectively.

The 3-dB bandwidths of these two out-of-plane modes are much larger than the x-axis drive modes. The larger damping in the out-of-plane modes results from the large number of long, thick sense comb fingers. In contrast, the drive comb fingers have only 3-μm overlap.

The θ_y mode was not present in Fig. 10 when the x-axis comb drive excitation was used. The θ_y mode was observed when a voltage was applied to the x/z-axis comb drives (configured for z-axis actuation). The resonance of the θ_y mode was 4.7 kHz at 5 V ac plus 18 V dc It is even slightly lower than the z-axis sense mode.
B. Rotation Test

The setup for rotation test is shown in Fig. 11. A sinusoidal voltage signal (5 V) plus a 18 V dc offset is applied to the drive comb fingers of the gyroscope. The frequency of the ac voltage is exactly the resonant frequency of the drive mode, i.e., 3.0 kHz. The device operates at atmospheric pressure. The turntable (Ideal Aerosmith Inc.) provides a rotation rate up to 360°/s. A LM1496 balanced modulator-demodulator is used to perform the first demodulation of the signal from the carrier. A lock-in amplifier (Stanford Research, Model SR830 DSP) is used for the second demodulation to extract the rotation signal from the Coriolis signal. For measurement, Labview is used to control timing, change parameters, acquire waveforms and collect data automatically from the instruments.

Since the sense capacitance is only about 0.1 pF, on-chip preamplifiers must be integrated. The employed preamplifier has a cascode topology to achieve low input capacitance and low noise. The dc bias voltages of the preamplifier inputs are set by two small transistors operating at their subthreshold regions [22].

In order to check the linearity of the device, measurement of output voltage versus rotation rate is performed from 0°/s to 360°/s. The result is plotted in Fig. 12, where the data was acquired automatically in 12.5 min using Labview. The sensitivity is about 0.4 mV/°/s. Notice that there is a large dc offset present in the signal due to the coupled motion from the excitation vibration. This offset can be set to zero by tuning the phase of the carrier signal for the lock-in amplifier, but doing so will also significantly reduce the rotation sensitivity.

A zero-rate output (ZRO) drift over 8 h is plotted in Fig. 13. The peak-to-peak drift voltage is 100 mV, which converts to 31°/h. This large is believed to be due to the open loop operation and no temperature compensation in the system.

Since the turntable available for the experiment provides only steady rotation rate, a dc motor is used to generate a sinusoidal rotation signal. The printed-circuit board holding the gyroscope package is vertically mounted on the dc motor. The device operates at 3 kHz with ac amplitude of 5 V and dc offset of 18 V. The modulation signal is a 1-V 200-kHz square wave.

The spectrum of the output signal is shown in Fig. 14(a), where the dc motor rotates sinusoidally at 5 Hz with an amplitude of 33°/s (calibrated by the turntable). Several harmonics of 5 Hz are clearly shown. There is also a broad range of low frequency spectrum present due to the vibration of the printed-circuit board. Fig. 14(b) shows the spectrum of the output signal at zero rotation. Comparing Fig. 14(a) and (b), the 33°/s rotation signal is 20 dB above the noise floor at a bandwidth of 1 Hz, i.e., the equivalent noise floor is 0.02°/s/Hz, with consideration of the noise folding due to the modulation. The on-chip electronics noise is estimated to be 10 nV/Hz, which is equivalent to 0.001°/s/Hz. The Brownian noise is the dominant noise source. The rest of noise is almost equally from the on-chip electronics and the off-chip circuits.

All the comb drives for off-axis motion compensation are electrically grounded in the above experiments. However, some experiments were also performed by using these comb drives to reduce the coupled motion in the sense mode (along the y-axis). The results are listed in Table V. The phase in the table refers to the phase delay of the compensation voltage with respect to the primary x-axis drive voltage. The compensation voltage was set to 5-V ac plus 15-V dc.
An experiment was also conducted to study the coupled motions. Since quadrature is in phase with the primary vibration, there is a 90° phase lag between the quadrature and the Coriolis signal, according to (1). The quadrature motion signal can be suppressed and the Coriolis signal enhanced by tuning the phase of the demodulator. The phase dependences of the zero-rate output (ZRO) and the rotation sensitivity of the gyroscope are plotted in Fig. 15. The 12° phase lag between the ZRO and Coriolis signal indicates that the direct-coupled motion dominates the quadrature motion in the operation of this device [21].

Electrostatic force generated by a comb drive exists in all three directions due to small offsets. There is a 90° phase difference between drive motion along the primary actuation axis and motion generated along the z-axis because the lateral drive resonance which is much lower than the resonance of the outer frame z-axis mode. Therefore the output signal is a combination of the direct coupled z-axis motion and quadrature motion.

VII. CONCLUSION

A DRIE lateral-axis vibrating gyroscope with out-of-plane capacitive sensing was demonstrated by using a DRIE CMOS-MEMS process. The successful function of the lateral-axis gyroscope implies the feasibility of making 6-DOF inertial measurement units by using the DRIE CMOS-MEMS process. With significant circuit design efforts, electronics for the complete gyroscope system are able to be included on chip.

Higher resolution can be achieved by increasing the device size, however then the noise of the on-chip electronics must be reduced. Full system control and a differential vibratory topology are also required for reduction of zero-rate offset. A vertical-force cancellation technique is needed to reduce the direct coupling. The overall performance can be further improved by design optimization [22], [23].
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